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ABSTRACT 

The question of the existence of the Fr~und-Karplus natural boundary 

in the twCI-body scattering amplitude is exami.ned. We consider a pos-

sibility not previously discussed of a cancellation of singulariifiest 

but J..t is found. to be insufficient to pre.vent the natural bound~ry from 

.being present. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

We wish to consider whether the singularities and sheet structure 

of the two-bo~y scattering amplitude A('s,z) implied by unitarity necessarily 

act together to produce a·natural boundary, as was first suggested by Freund 

1 and Karplus. In particular we shall.show that the dense accumulation of 

singularities is not averted either. by sheet .. st:tUcture or: cancellations of 

singularities. Our claim is that the feature of the scattering amplitude 

which is discussed here does not prevent the occurrence.of a natural 
\· 

boundary. vle wish to. emphasize, however • that no opinion: is.' expressed 

as to what might happen if. other mechanisms come into play. For 

simplicity we shall restrict our attention to a theory containing only1a 
I• 

I 

·single spinless meson with G = +1. We are not concerned here with.the' 

dynamical question of whether such a system can successfully bootstrap 

itself. 

As usual, we assume that the only singularitie~ of A(s,z) in 

2 s on the physical .sheet are a pole for s = m and branch points at the many_. 
I ·· 2 2 

particle thresholds s .= n m , n = 2,3 ••• • We have, of course, the same 

fixed singularities in the crossed-channel energy v~riable t and u. If we 

take m = 1 and define a new var~able 

1 + 2 
s - 4 

= .cos e0 . , 

the position of the pole in the t channel is z = z0• 

(1) 

Assume the amplitude A(s,z) on the physical sheet is given; then 

the elastic· unitarity equation 

A( 2)(s,z) = A(s,z) - t ~JA(s,z)A(2 ){s.,z 11 )dn (2) 

may be regarded as an integral equation for the amplitude A( 2){s,z) on 

. . '' 
J • '. '. ' ~ i • ' 

.• 
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the first unphysical sheet in the s plane, reached by going through the 

cut associated with the square-root si~galarity at s = 4. Since A(s,z) 

has a pole for z = z0, A( 2)(s,z) must also have a pole at z = z0• Then 

by th~ method of successive iterat~ons, which will be discussed shortly, 

one deduces the existence of Landau surfaces whose positions are given 

i-3 by z = cos neb. If one know that these Landau surfaces were singular 

. on all ~heets of A( 2 )(s,z) in the s variable one could immediately -· ' . 

deduce the existence of a natural boundary for -1.$ z0 .$..1, si11ce then 

for all z the singularities would densely accumulate ·a,t tl:i~~. interval 

on all sheets. 

II. SINGULARITY STRUCTURE IN THE MANDELSTAM REGION 

. In analyzing the singularity structure implied by Eq. (2), 

I 
tl 

one first "pinches" the pole at z' = z with the pole at z" = z to deduce 
0 0 

the existence of a new singularity in A( 2 ){s,~}. Next one pinches this 

new singularity with the pole in A(s,z) to produce still another singularity, 

and so f~rth. Let us define a sequence of functions containing these 

singularitie_s, dropping unimportant factors: 

D1 (s,z) . J •" : •o 
1 an = z' zo • (3a) 

D (s,z) J D ( s z") 
1 an = ' n n-1 ' z' - zo 

{3b) ~ 

4 
It is well known from the work of Mandelstam that, ~f one considers 

. . . 

Dn_1(s,z) and analytically continues it, starting from the physical 

region where it is known to be real, by increasing z and keeping s 

fixed, then the first singularity encountered is located at z = cos ne 0 • 
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In other words continuation along a path AO 'describJd by increasing z 
~ 

as above, circling z = cos n~0 with a small loop, and~decreasing z back. 

to its original value gives a nonvanishing discontinuity. This result 

can most easily be proved by induc~ion, using Eqs. (3a) and (3b) • 

Therefore in the region {z > 1, z0 > 1}, which we shall.-:cal.l the 

Mandelstam _region, there is no possibility of cancellation of singularities 

on sheets reacheddirectly from the physical region (i.e, by paths such 

as A0); andhence these singularities are ~11 present in A( 2 )(~ 1 z). From 

this fact Fret1nd and Karplus immediately deduced the existen~~ of the 

natural boundary. What they did not discuss is that the function 

Dn(s,z) also contains tandau surfaces for z = cos (n - 2)60, 

z = cos (n - 4)e0 ,. • • • and that these surfaces are singular on sheets :' 
. 

reached by first looping z =·cos ne 0, say. It therefore appears to be . 

necessary to check whether in the vicinity of the proposed natural 

boundary the Landau surfaces get tangled up, revealing these additional 

singular surfaces in-the separate iterations and thereby allowing a 

I 
possil;)ility of systematd.c cancellation of singularities in the complete 

. ( 2 ). 
expression A {s,z·). 

In our discussion so far we have made no mention of the sin-

· gularities arising from pinches involving the threshold singularities. 

Although the resulting singularities also accumulate densely at the interval 

-1 ~ z0 ~ 1, they do not .have the same locations and therefore could not 

reasonably be expected simply to cancel the singularities we h~ve already 

found. The more difficult problem is that they introduce additional sheet 

• structure which does in fac't have the feature that the singularities at 

·z =cos ne0 :may be absent on certain sheets. This poi;tt still requires 

. •. 

~.<~~e:---·"1'-----r,""-r.-~-.. -· -. ~-:::-:·~":'"~~~~-· -. .'""'T·~-··:···~· ... ··--7""f""' ...... , .... ~~ .. ~.....-..--...... _ .. _.-·. :""~.--;··-;,-. ~. 
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further investigation.· It is·obvious;· of c~urse, that .the inclusion of 

singularities arising from pinches with u-channel singularities would-not 
,J - . 

affect our conclusions. · 

III. DESCRIPTION OF PATHS 

For a given value of z, the Land~u su:faces in t~e_z0 plane will 

all lie inside an ellipse passing through ;-. with foci at z0 = !. l. In 
'• 

fact, putting z =·cos e, the positions of the Landau surfaces in the z
0 

· pl:.ane are given by1 

for k = 
= .. 

and n--

\· '. 
'\ 

0,1, • • •, n - ·1 

i,2, ••. 

.. 

(4) 
li 

1 

To be specific we shali consider the discontinuity-of A( 2 )(s,z) arising. 

from continuation along the following path A: Start at a physical point 

P(-1 <z < l, z0 > 1) and increase Im z toe: (small and positive, for 

convenience). Now fix. z there and increase Im.z0 so that Im z0 > £~· 

next dectease Re z0 until Re z0 coincides with a value determined by 

z = cos me0 , for any given m. Then decrease Im z
0 

to.almost reach 

the point satisfying z =·cos me0, circle it with a small loop (i.e,, not 

enclosing any other Landau surfaces) and then retrace the path back to P. 
'• 

If all but a finite number of paths of this type give rise to a nonvanishing 

discontinuity, then it follows that A( 2)(s,z) contains the. natural 

boundary, even when considered as a function of two complex variables •. 

A few of the surfaces z = cos ne0 in the Re z - Re z0 plane are 

shown in Fig. 2 for Im z = 0. When Im z = e: they are changed quite 

drastical-ly;· for one thing they no· longer intersect (one could, for 

' ' 

.. 
~~ .H ... IIW_If.~,... ·• ~-'" ·~--...... "\.,........,..--.-. -. ·~-~·....._........-...._~-:--;~-......,."T""-<-:""'-··"' ... ,"7'""'.,......!- --.:.-·--:-::..,...'"\~,~~~·"·-:_~-:'" .. - ... :"""......--.:,··r,;··~ -·;"'·~·~---:;_·..,...,'t~...,..~~·--.;~-7·"·..-.. -,.~~-. ~--. 
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'example, ~magine Im z0 to be out of the plane of the paper). As discussed 

in Section II, the path AO gives a·nonzero discontinuity~. The question 
. 

therefore becomes vhether the path can be slipped back (homotopy) to 

coincide vith "'o vi:thout getting. "hooked up" on curves of higher n; in 

the former case it vill give the same discontinuity. 

!tis very difficult to. demonstrate the hlomotopy of '..X and '>.0 

discussed above in terms of the variables · .z and Hovever, vith 

some car.e t~e question becomes tractable if ve use the.variablE:s e and 

e0 instead. In these variables the relevant equations a.re "-.,: 

for n = o,1, 0 0 0 

• 
e = 

and k = 0 0 0 

There is,· of course, a lot. of. redundancy due to the multiple-va.luedness of 

the arc cos function. One could, for example; consider only those surfaces 

which pa.ss through:,the origin. The important point is tha.t Im e0 = ~ ~ a 

for the ~th set of surfaces~ However, the detaiied demonstration that X 

and >. 0 are homotopic still requires picturing the situation in four 

dimensions and is relegated to a.n appendix in which the homotopy is 

explici t;l:Y' di 13Pl~ycd. · 

IV. CONCLUSION' 

To summarize the situation, each successiv·e set of singularities 

is on a. smaller and smaller ellipse, for a given z. We have proved that· 

a. Landau surface of given n vill be singular vhen approached starting 
( 

from the physical region, say, if singularities of higher n ·have not 

already been looped around. It therefore follovs that. analytic continuation 
• (>.' 

t;:·. 
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I 
'{ 

of A( 2)(s,z) is impossible along arty path {even if it\dependt on both 

variables) which cr.osses - 00 < . s. < 3. · Actually, as. w-e 'PJ,entioned earlier, 
I 

the proof is. rigorous only if we neglect the singularities produced by . 

pinch~s involving thr.eshold branch. points. 

We remark that recently Omnes and Karplus (unpublished work) 

have given a satisfactory proof of the same result using quite diffevent 

methods •. 

APPENDIX 

We wish to show here that the paths A and A0, defined in lj 

' 
Sections II and II'I respectively, are homotopic. We first describe A and 

.· Ao in the ·variables a and eo and then pictorially display the homotopy. 

In order to draw in a plane curves in the space of two ·complex variables 

we usethe technique5 of representing a point by a vector, with the under-

standing that the point to which it is attached gives the real coordin-
1 . 

ates while its magnitude .and ·direction give the two imaginary coordinates. 

In Fig. 3 we display the path AO in the complex a plane, since 

AO is fixed for this curve. To be explicit we draw the case n = 2. In 

Fig, 4, we draw points along the path ~O {numbered successively) in the~ 

full four-dimensional space, ~d similarly in Yig. 5 for the path A. The 

. claim is that if one stares at Figs.4 and 5 long enough AO and A are seen 

to be homotopi~, but to make it somewhat easier to vis~alize we draw a case 

in Fig.-,6 which is roughly halfway between • 

. · 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

.} · 1. · The path A. in the z
0 

plane. · 

' ' ,• 

2. The paths A.'and >.0 in the Re z - Re z0 plane. 

3 •. The path >. 0 in the 8 plane. 

4. The path >. 0 in the four-dimensional e ..... ·~o· space. 

S •.. · The path ·>. in the f~ur.-dimensional 6 eo space. 

·' ,C. 
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6~ ·. A path homotopic to both >. arid >.
0 

in the fouro..dimensional e.~ e
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space • 
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